IMX
Interactive Meeting Xchange

A multi-media network center.

SIMO Corporation

Interactive
IMX

IMX includes all the tools needed for ultimate collaboration:

 Video Conferencing
HD camera **

 Network access
using the integrated
*CPU

 Convenient data device
docking (VGA, HDMI,
audio, network)

 Large profesional
display for visual affect

 Control Centre
that manages your
media

 Aesthetic furniture for
business appearance

* CPU and Laptops not included
** upgrade option

Interact with Colleagues and Clients
 independent search, find, and share capabilities
 factory installed components, all functions integrated for seamless operation
 fluid merging of technology so everyone can participate
 Plug and Play - easy to set up and use
 technology housing for componet storage

Meeting
IMX

Always ready for impromptu meetings:

network access

Video
Conference

multi users

data sharing

30”

46”

height adjust

Meet the Demand
 integrated video conference package option gives the “continuous table perspective”, its like being there
 power height adjust option that allows for a quick stand-up meeting, a sit-down lunch meeting, or custom setting
 Control Centre gives the user intuitive push button command to conduct proficient meetings

Xchange
IMX

Simple and Intuitive:

Convenient device dock

Control Centre that
manages your network and
media devices

Strategic camera
positioning for the
“continuous table”
perspective

Edge detail

Xchange Knowledge
 meet, connect, collaborate
 manage multiple inputs with ease creating a multimedia experience
 video conference in moments; choose, click, and communicate
 expand and upgrade system components, keeps the technology current

Technology
Housing

Interactive Meeting Xchange

by

SIMO

Product Overview
IMX includes:
Plug and Play simplicity, commercial series HD monitor, surface mounted power and device access point (laptop, tablet, HDMI),
Control Center to manage the components and devices (factory integrated), prewired for CPU and network accessibility,
Technology Housing for aesthetic storage of components
Options
factory integrated and installed HD video conferencing package with recessed camera position for Simo’s “continuous table
perspective” and clean work area, powered height adjustment for multi level meeting style (30 to 46in),
tailored design options to fit corporate needs
Applications
satellite office (geographic growth), chain store (multi-site meeting and training), education (virtual classrooms),
healthcare (Telemedicine), break-out rooms (productive space), open concept (common area)
Benefits
video conferencing overview (*study from Wainhouse Research The Business Case for Video Conferencing)
hard cost savings on out-of-town face to face meeting
travel expense reduction – air fare, food, accommodation (example: one and half days travel for a one and a half hour meeting)
indirect benefits- reduced down time, office efficiencies, reduction of key personal absent video conference meetings are shorter and
accomplish more (effective and efficient) cut time to market, capabilities create competitive advantages
An inclusive one-stop offering of collaborative
technology and furniture.

IMX
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integrating technology for collaboration
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